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Specifications of Igniter for AT-Welding  

 

1. General: The igniter for AT welding shall be made of such material that there is no 

effect of it’s constituting material on quality of weld and must not contain any 

ingredients which will affect the weld metal chemistry.  Main constituents of the 

igniter shall be Barium Nitrate and Al powder. It shall be ensured by the AT welding 

portion manufacturers through sufficient in-house testing that igniter material is of 

consistent quality irrespective of change of season and source of procurement. 
 

2. Visual Aspects: 

2.1 Body: The igniter should have smooth surface without any crack, excessive 

pores/holes. Some isolated holes may be permitted but no hole should be larger than 

2 mm dia and no hole should have depth more than 2 mm. Picture-1 shows 

unacceptable Igniter.  

 

 
     Pic. 1 

2.2 Head: The igniter should have a clearly defined and visible head to facilitate 

ignition.The material of the head should be strongly attached to the body. It should 

not collapse during transportation, storage, handling and during the process of 

ignition. 
 

2.3 Shape and Size: The igniter should have constant diameter through out it’s length 

except for the rear section in which ignition material is reduced. This rear section 

should not be longer than 20 mm as indicated in pic-2.  
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 The other desirable dimensions of the Igniter are indicated in the following pic-3.  

  

 

L1 Head (Start area):          4 to 8 mm 
 
L2 Body + head length:     60 to 75 mm 
 
L3 Total length:        120 +/-5 mm 
 
        Max Ø (Head):            6.5mm +/- 1mm 
 

     Pic-3 
 
 
3. Combustion: The combustion of the igniter be such that it burns with uniform flame 

and heat generation until the end without any intermittent burst of heat/spark. The 
throw of the spark should be in forward direction only.  
 

4. Starting: The igniter must start/kindle when in contact with heat source having 
temperature in the range of 250° C to 300° C. 

 
5. Burning Time: The burning time of the igniter must be same for all the igniters of 

same batch. The following burning time range should be ensured: 
 

Min:     10sec. 

Max:     14sec. 

6. Packaging: The Igniters shall be packed in such a manner that they are fully protected 
against exposure any moisture during transportation and storage. All the Igniters stick 
must align in the same direction in the package. The Igniters shall be so packed that 
they are protected from shock and friction during handling, transportation and 
storage. Absorbing paper or desiccant must be used, before sealing of the igniter box. 

 

7. The firm shall provide material safety data sheet.  


